Ergonomic gear that meets NFPA 1977/1951 Wildland/Urban Search and Rescue (Utility)

DCCVD Coverall:

- Outershell: 6.5oz Defender M Gold Woven Rip-Stop (FR Rayon – 65%, P-Aramid – 25%, Nylon – 10%)
- Stand Up Overlapping Collar
- 2-Piece Set-In Sleeves
- Elasticized Cuffs with Beefy Take-Up Straps
- Vertical Back Pleats
- 2x3.5x8 Radio Pocket on Left Chest
- Mic Strap above Radio Pocket
- 5x5 Spade Pocket with flap on Right Chest
- Elasticized Waist with adjustable Take-Up Straps
- Side Slash Pocket
- Pass thru pockets with Snap closure
- 2x10x10 Expansion Pockets
- (2) 6.5x8 Rear Internal Seat Pockets with Flaps
- Black Ara-Shield Knee Reinforcements
- 18” High-Temp Black Delrin YKK Leg Zippers
- 3M™ Scotchlite™ Segmented Reflective Material for enhanced visibility
- LazerMax™ Trim on outside Arm and Body/Leg seams

Style DCCVD

Stand-up Overlapping Collar provides neck protection when needed.

2-piece Set-in Sleeves allow maximum mobility.

Take-up Straps at cuff and waist give maximum adjustments.

Radio Pocket with Mic Strap fits a variety of radio manufacturers.

Pockets galore! Spade, Side Slash, Expansion, and Seat pockets.

LazerMax™ Reflective Piping for maximum night-time visibility.
DCCTD Coat:

- Outershell: 6.5oz Defender M Gold Woven Rip-Stop (FR Rayon – 65%, P-Aramid – 25%, Nylon – 10%)

- Coat Length: 4” grade front to back; Ex: (XL) 32” Front / 36” Back

- Stand-up Overlapping Collar

- 2-Piece Curved Set-In Pleated Sleeves

- Elasticized Cuffs with Beefy Take-Up Straps

- Vertical Back Pleats

- 2” x 3.5” x 8” Radio Pocket on Left Chest

- Mic Strap above Radio Pocket

- 5.5” x 6” Pleated Pocket with flap on Right Chest

- 2” x 8” x 8” Cargo/Hand-warmer Base Pockets

- 3M™ Scotchlite™ Segmented Reflective Material for enhanced visibility

- LazerMax™ Reflective Piping on sleeves, shoulders and back

Stand-up Overlapping Collar provides neck protection when needed.

2-piece Set-in Sleeves allow maximum mobility.

Radio Pocket with Mic Strap fits a variety of radio manufacturers.

LazerMax™ Reflective Piping for maximum night-time visibility.

DCPTD Pants

Our Dual Cert Pants just got better!

We’ve upgraded the pants to include the snap-tabs and segregated MOLLE style loops! This feature allows you to install as an option our Black-Ops Suspenders! Or, order our 2” Kevlar belt for maximum wear and tear!

- Outershell: 6.5oz Defender M Gold Woven Rip-Stop (FR Rayon – 65%, P-Aramid – 25%, Nylon – 10%)

- 2” Elasticized Rear Waistband

- Five 3.5” Belt Loops

- Side Slash Pocket

- 2” x 10” x 10” Expansion Pockets

- 6” x 6.5” Rear Pleated Pockets with Flaps

- Triple Pleated Knees

- Black Ara-Shield Reinforced Knees

- 18” High-Temp Black Delrin YKK Leg Zippers

- Beefy Take-Up Strap at Cuffs

- 3M™ Scotchlite™ Segmented Reflective Material for enhanced visibility

- LazerMax™ Trim on outside leg seams

2” Elasticized Rear Waistband with five 3.5” belt loops.

Large 2” x 10” x 10” Expansion Pockets carry plenty of tools and accessories.

Triple Pleated Knees allow maximum movement and bending.

LazerMax™ Reflective Piping for maximum night-time visibility.